
Monday 18th May Tuesday 19th May Wednesday 20th May Thursday 21st May Friday 22nd May 
Free play Free play Free play Free play Free play 

Wake n shake: Tofa tafa 
song 

Wake n shake: Deep 
deep deep 

Wake n shake: Body 
Bop – The Learning 

Station 

Wake n shake: Stand up 
sit down 

Wake n shake: Dr. 
knickerbocker – The 

Learning Station 
Outside play: Balloon 
play – Catch it, make 

noises, blow it up and let 
the air out by making 

squeaking noises, blow it 
up and let it go fly 

around outside 
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star 
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Gross motor skills: 
Practice walking or 
crawling on uneven 

surfaces e.g. through a 
tunnel/on grass, rocks, 

dirt or sand. 
Make a line with tape 

indoors or chalk 
outdoors or a plank of 

wood could be used as a 
makeshift balance beam. 
Encourage them to walk 
along without falling off. 
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Jigsaw: Try Logan with 
an 8 piece jigsaw if you 

feel he’s able and Eli 
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could practice 2/3/4 
piece jigsaws 

 
Fine Motor: Roll 

playdough or clay with 
rolling pins 

 
Sorting: Sort by size: 

Any big and small items 
you have at home (pom 

poms, buttons, lego 
pieces etc.) and two tubs 

or cups and encourage 
the boys to put all the 

big ones together and all 
the small ones together. 

could practice 2/3/4 
piece jigsaws 

 
Fine Motor: Blow 

bubbles and reach with 
both hands to pop them 

 
Sorting: Sort by size: 

Any big and small items 
you have at home (pom 

poms, buttons, lego 
pieces etc.) and two tubs 

or cups and encourage 
the boys to put all the 

big ones together and all 
the small ones together. 

could practice 2/3/4 
piece jigsaws 

 
Fine Motor: Squirt 

bottles or cleaning spray 
bottles (fill them with 

water) helps to 
strengthen the thumb 

and index finger to 
promote pinch grip. 

 
Matching: If you feel the 

boys are ready they 
could try matching non-

identical pictures e.g. 
different dogs or stick 

with matching non-
identical objects if they 
need more practice at 

this. 
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Fine Motor: If you have 

some bubble wrap at 
home, encourage the 
boys to pop it, thus 
strengthening their 

finger muscles. 
 
 

Matching: If you feel the 
boys are ready they 

could try matching non-
identical pictures e.g. 
different dogs or stick 

with matching non-
identical objects if they 
need more practice at 

this. 

could practice 2/3/4 
piece jigsaws 

 
Fine Motor: Continue 

with fine motor apps on 
the ipad as suggested 

last week 
 
 
 
 

Matching: If you feel the 
boys are ready they 

could try matching non-
identical pictures e.g. 
different dogs or stick 

with matching non-
identical objects if they 
need more practice at 

this. 
Story: ‘Red Rockets and 

Rainbow Jelly’ by Sue 
Heap and Nick Sharatt 

(or any picture book you 
have with the theme of 

‘Space’) 

Sensory play: Galaxy 
Sensory bin (Pinterest 
has nice ideas of ones) 

Could use coffee 
beans/black beans as 

the base, bouncy balls as 
planets, make some stars 

using tinfoil or if you 
have glow in the dark 
stars,, any little alien 

toys you might have etc. 

Story: (Same story as 
Monday) 

Music: Space related 
songs on Youtube 

 
-Zoom zoom zoom we’re 

going to the moon 
song/Rocket song for 
kids/Space songs for 

kids 
 

Art: (see picture below) 
Tin foil painted moon: 

Roll a piece of tinfoil into 
a ball, press it down on 

the palm of your hand to 
form a base (for 

printing) and form a 
handle at the top to 

make it easier to grip 
and hold. Draw a large 

circle on a piece of paper 



Add in some fine motor 
tools and talk about the 
different things in the 
tub/box with the boys. 

-Space song rocket 
ride/Barefoot books 

singalong 
 

-Planet 
song/Preschool/Solar 

system song 

and encourage the boys 
to dip their tinfoil 
stamper into some 

grey/black or white 
paint and stamp it onto 

the large circle drawn to 
form a moon. They can 
then dip a cotton bud 

into white paint and dab 
it on a large sheet of 

black paper to form the 
stars. Once the moon is 

dry, cut it out and stick it 
onto the star 
background. 



 

 

Reminder: Focus on the development of life skills (as noted in previous weeks) and plenty of exercise and 

play.  


